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Introduction
Linkedin for Business is a 

powerful tool if you’re looking to 

have your business highlighted in 

the market.

Did you know that your LinkedIn 

business profile will also be 

available on public search engines 

like Google, Yahoo and Bing? 


Here are some tips to give your 
profile a great look and make the 
most out of it!
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01Make sure your page’s display picture 

is the company logo
In order to distinguish yourself 

from companies with a similar 

name or simply, make it easier for 

people to spot your company 

profile, having your logo as the 

profile picture is crucial.

Tip: Complete your 

page by adding the

the company description, 

cover photo (with contact 

details if possible), hashtags 

and more.

Bonus Tip: You can add 

the LinkedIn button on 

on your website or blog to help 

your viewers access your content 

easily.



02Reach out to your personal 

connections and ask them to 

connect with your business profile
This is an important step if you 

want your page to grow. LinkedIn 

recommends profiles that are 

followed by friends of friends. And

people are always looking to grow 

their connections so there are 

high chances that they’ll give your 

page a follow. 
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Tip: Your employees 

have many first-degree

connections so make them 

your biggest advocates by 

asking them to like/follow the

company page. 

Pro Tip: Ask your 

employees to also add their

role in your company on their 

profile. This is another way for 

your business to get exposure. 



03Post sponsored content on your page
In order to get more views on your

posts inorganically, sponsor your 

posts. Instead of merely having an

image, use short video clips to 

grab more users’ attention.

Other than sponsored posts, you 

can also post blog articles, 

reshare content you’ve uploaded 

on other social media handles for 

your business and post the latest 

offers and discounts your 

company is offering.

You can even customize the 

sponsored posts depending on 

who you want to target. This can 

be based on the name of the 

company, job function, skills, 

education, etc. This way, you can 

avoid competing against irrelevant

companies and/or industries.
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Tip: Make sure the 

content you’re posting

is of high quality and shouldn’t 

be just pure advertising. It 

needs to give the viewers 

some real value. 

Bonus Tip: Use Hootsuite 

to schedule your posts for

the week so you don’t have to set 

a time aside everyday to work on 

the posts. 

Did you know? You can also 

upload Powerpoint, PDF 

documents and presentations 

from SlideShare for your posts!


Target audience to show sponsored 

posts to specific people:



04Post job opportunities
This is one of the best ways to 

gain quick recognition. Another 

benefit is that you will have a wide

pool of candidates applying to the 

vacancy, giving you more options 

to choose from. Do not forget to 

use the Careers tab to post your 

job offer!
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05Review your analytics once a week
Your LinkedIn for Business page 

will provide you with analytics that

you can refer to, to see how well 

your posts are doing, how many 

visitors you have per week, who 

all are viewing your profile and 

from which industry, etc. 
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your campaigns, understand 

how your ads are contributing 

to the overall results, how 

many LinkedIn users 
registered to your events, 

performance analysis based 

on the number of clicks per 

post, impressions, etc. 


Tip: LinkedIn analytics 

lets you get real-time

data on the performance of 


This helps you understand 

your audience, their 


demographics such as the 

industry they’re currently in, 

age, job titles, previous 

education and more. 



06Use the InMail feature 

to connect with any and 

all professionals on LinkedIn

This is good if you want to reach 

a particular person or niche. This 

is a paid feature, but it is an 

incredibly effective tool. 

Tip: Did you know that 

InMail can be much

more effective than sending 

emails? That’s right. It is also 

much less formal, making it 

easier to connect with people 

and/or businesses. You can 

even create sponsored InMail 

content. 

You might have noticed that there 

are certain people outside your 

connections who you’re not able 

to reach currently. InMail lets you 

message just about anyone on 

LinkedIn. 
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07Join groups on LinkedIn 

and create your own too!

Creating your own group can also 

help you connect with people who

buy from your business and gain 

some relevant insights such as 

feedback and recommendations. 

LinkedIn groups are great as 

they’re targeted to specific 

demographics. This helps you 

understand what the audience is 

talking about regarding your 

industry and also gives you 

a chance to offer advice on 

the same.
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08Go Live!
Live videos generally see more 

engagement than videos that are 

pre-taped. You can host webinars,

record events for people who did 

not get a chance to pass by and 

hold a Q&A session…the ideas are 

endless. 
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09Tag people and/or companies 

if you’re mentioning them 

in your post
This is a great way to encourage 

some engagement on your posts. 

When you tag a person or a 

company in your posts, they will 

either like and/or comment on it.

This pushes the post on the 

engager’s followers’ News Feed 

as well, pushing your page to 

potential leads even.
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Conclusion
LinkedIn will become an integral 

part of your business. It allows 

you to enhance trustworthiness, 

build a significant network and 

gain insightful knowledge from 

experts in similar industries.


